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- Disclaimer - 

Not responsible for any damage done to you, your 
friends, your accounts, your pet goldfish, etc.  All 

information is for educational or general 
knowledge purposes.

Information held within may or may not be legal by 
your country, state or business.

If it's not legal then should you do it?



  

- Being Watched changes how you move and how 
you think - 



  



  

Security /Privacy

 Why do we need it?
 Do you have anything to hide?
 If not doing anything wrong then why worry?
 I have a VPN so I am safe?



  

How internet works



  



  



  

The Good Stuff



  

Tor



  

Tor 

 Tor general
 History
 Overview
 Hidden Services
 Attacks
 Questions



  

What is Tor?

 Tor is a distributed anonymous communication service 
using an overlay network  (Tor Cloud)  that allows people 
and groups to improve their anonymity including 
governments and websites from tracking them, or to 
connect to those Internet services blocked by their local 
Internet providers on the Internet.

 Tor's hidden services let users publish web sites and other 
services without needing to reveal the location of the site.

 Designed for anonymity, not security, plain text going 
in will still be plain text going out.



  

Tor is not

A web encryption system, data not encrypted 
going into Tor will not get encrypted leaving the 
network.

A web browsing security replacement.



  

History



  

Tor - history

 Defined core development in the 1990 by 
Unites States Naval Research Laboratories, 
and other unnamed government groups.

 Funded and further developed by DARPA. 
 EFF took over funding after 2006, created “The 

Tor Project”, still assists with project.
 Designed for anonymity not security, plain text 

going in will be plain text coming out.



  

Organizations using Tor

EFF – Electronic Frontier Foundation

News Organizations – 

Reporters without boarders, 

US International Broadcasting Bureau

The Washington Post

The Guardian

The Facebook



  

Overview



  

Tor - parts

 Tor directory server
 Holds the node lists

 Tor entrance node
  First connection in the Tor network

 Tor relay node
 Relays between Tor nodes in network

 Tor exit node
 Connects to the requested site for you



  

 

 Circuit Based 
– Connections between you and the site, start and 

finished along the same route.

 Hidden sites 
– Sites within the Tor network you will need Tor  to 

access them.

 Bridge relay 
– Used for places that block Tor know links, connects to 

non public listed Tor nodes. (bridges.torproject.org)



  

Tor Design 

 Use of TCP protocols to send data packets
 Use of data encryption between nodes of the 

Tor network
 Does some data integrity checking at end point 

of streams
 Cloud type architecture



  

Tor Design 

 Tor packets or ‘cells’ in the Tor cloud are the 
same size, 512 bytes, (1024 bytes in future)

 TSL and SSH PKI Session key exchanges.
 Node to Note key exchanges.
 Circuit nodes exchange multiple packets, may 

be different node types at same time.



  

Tor – How it works



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

Tor software bundle

Go to https://www.torproject.org for the Tor 
bundle, this includes software and browser.

Linux, Mac, Win, Raspberry Pi, source, some 
OS’s have depos with Tor package in them

Use the Tor installed browser.



  

Tor Hidden Service



  

Tor – Hidden Service

 Sites that are not available to the normal DNS 
and INTERNET services.

 Uses an address example: “4gy7jw64hjtk.onion” 
to access the hidden site.

 If the hidden service server is misconfigured 
then it may leak location data of itself and you.



  

Tor Hidden Service

 Tor hidden service let users publish web sites 
and other services without needing to reveal the 
location of the site, it uses an encrypted hash 
table service key system.

 Generally they are relayed connections to your 
running web server within the Tor network. Site 
to IntroPoints still use the three hop layout.



  



  



  

evonce

Hidden Service



  

Hidden Service



  

Hidden Service



  

Hidden Service



  

Hidden Service



  

Hidden Service



  

Tor hidden service

There also is an option of ‘single onion’: the 
hidden service introduction protocol acts as the 
exit node for the web site.  In place of multi 
nodes, (over three), its just one hop from 
introduction to site, not 5,6,7,etc hops. 



  

Configure hidden service

 Have a web server running, VirtualHosts will 
work also.

 Install Tor on your server class machine.

 Edit the file torrc. (location will depend on OS)

 Remove the # from
• HiddenServiceDir  /var/lib/tor/hidden_services
• HiddenServicePort 80 127.0.0.1:80



  

Configure hidden service

 HiddenServicePort is used to specify virtual 
port, IP address for redirection connections to 
this virtual port.

 HiddenServiceDir the directory that Tor will 
store the information about the hidden service, 
this includes the generated hostname.  



  

Configure hidden service

 Save torrc and restart Tor service.
 Note the “private_key” keep that hidden or 

others will be able to impersonate you.
 Change to the HiddenServiceDir location and 

note the “hostname” that was generated.
 Ex: 56dfge6hest5d8sde.onion



  

Tor Attacks



  

Tor Attacks

 Who is running the nodes?
 Use of packet analysis tools
 Node database servers
 Your web site misconfiguration
 Your web browser misconfiguration



  

Bad Entry Node



  

Bad Exit Node



  

MIM from Exit Node



  

Tor – quick demo



  

Papers about tor

 http://cacr.uwaterloo.ca/techreports/2013/
cacr2013-09.pdf

 http://security.stackexchange.com/questions/
79395/in-depth-tor-encryption-design-details

 https://blog.torproject.org/category/tags/attacks



  

It will be slow at times

Some ISP and countries frown on Tor usage and 
hosting hidden services

Bad people use it as well as good people

Streaming services – not good

Points about Tor



  

Help the project

 Run a Tor relay

 Give money $$$$ to The Tor Project

 Spread the word about Tor



  

Questions

You got questions?

(I may have answers)



  

I2P



  

I2P

What is it
Services
History

Parts of the service
How it works

Install
General Demo



  

What it is

Anonymous network layer (implemented as a Mix 
Network) that allows for censorship-resistant, 
peer to peer communication. Anonymous 
connections are achieved by encrypting the 
user's traffic (by using end-to-end encryption), 
and sending it through a volunteer-run network 
of roughly 55,000 computers distributed around 
the world -wikipedia. 



  

Services

 Email/Messaging
 IRC (internet Relay Chat)
 Eepsites
 Torrents
 File Storage
 Search Engine’s (legwork.i2p, seeker.i2p)
 stats.i2p, no.i2p (eepsite registration service)



  



  

I2P - History

 Generally first defined and software created in 
2003 using peer-to-peer protocol.

 I2P – Invisible Internet Project.
 Initial lead developers/creators were – jrandom, 

zzz, killyourtv, and complication.
 Censorship-resistant, peer-to peer 

communication.



  

I2P - Terminology

 Inbound tunnels – send message data to the tunnel 
creator.

 Outbound tunnels – send message data from the tunnel 
creator.

 Peers – the people you are connected to, for exchange of 
data packets.

 Address Book – stores eepsite to address links, can be edited 
manually, updated by connections peers 



  



  

Terminology

 Eepsites – the hidden sites accessible by I2P clients, more 
designed as static sites, no web server install required.  
I2P has web server function build into its operations.

 Address book stores links and sites:

 projekt.i2p/hosts.txt 
(http://udhdrtrcetjm5sxzskjyr5ztpeszydbh4dpl3pl4utgqqw2v4jna.
b32.i2p/hosts.txt)



  

Terminology

Eepsite

    eepsites are websites that are hosted anonymously within the I2P 
network. Eepsite names end in .i2p, such as ugha.i2p or forum.i2p. 
EepProxy can locate these sites through the cryptographic identifier 
keys stored in the hosts.txt file found within the I2P program 
directory. Typically, I2P is required to access these eepsites.

.i2p

    'I2p' is a pseudo-top-level domain which is only valid within the I2P 
overlay network scope. .i2p names are resolved by browsers by 
submitting requests to EepProxy which will resolve names to an I2P 
peer key and will handle data transfers over the I2P network while 
remaining transparent to the browser.



  

Terminology

EepProxy

    The EepProxy program handles all communication between the 
browser and any eepsite. It functions as a proxy server that can be 
used by any web browser.

Peers, I2P nodes

    Other machines using I2P that are connected to user's machine within 
the network. Each machine within the network shares the routing and 
forwarding of encrypted packets.



  

Terminology

Tunnels

    A connection is established between the user's machine and another peer. 
Data to and from the user, along with the data for other peers (routed through 
the user's machine), pass through these tunnels and are forwarded to their 
final destination (may include more jumps). Connections will disconnect and 
reconnect or disconnect and reconnect to other peers and nodes at times.

netDb

    The distributed database that holds information on I2P nodes and I2P 
eepsites. This database is split up among routers known as "floodfill routers". 
When a user wants to know how to contact an eepsite, or where more peers 
are, they query the database.



  



  

Crypto at tunnels

 The network itself makes use of a significant number of 
cryptographic techniques and algorithms – includes: 

– 2048bit ElGamal encryption, 

– 256bit AES in CBC mode with PKCS#5 padding, 

– 1024bit DSA signatures, SHA256 hashes, 

– 2048bit Diffie-Hellman negotiated connections with 
station to station authentication, and ElGamal / 
AES+SessionTag.



  



  



  

How it works



  

Crypto at tunnels



  

General networking

 I2PTunnel is an application embedded into I2P that 
allows arbitrary TCP/IP applications to communicate 
over I2P by setting up "tunnels" which can be 
accessed by connecting to pre-determined ports on 
localhost.

 SAM (Simple Anonymous Messaging) is a protocol 
which allows a client application written in any 
programming language to communicate over I2P, by 
using a socket-based interface to the I2P router.

 BOB (Basic Open Bridge) router protocol.



  



  



  

 Packet based connection to other peers for 
exchanging data.

 127.0.0.1:7657/ - localhost and port accessed 
by client software.

 Itoopie – the logo, a person putting on a mask. 



  

Eepsites overview

 Eepsites setup, its easier to just convert the 
default page.

 Encoded base64 and shorter b32 address
 Depending on your OS the sites document will 

step you through it.



  

Base64 address (legwork.i2p)

h-Qo-
~lFHGvc067ASKg~X~zyUIPyppCz3d3AszMmZlVAolXttaokLhGh5P
nKZzReapqIQuVjyP-
AnIryo8uCNlPyWYXDgimA2~QQN2dkyWR3a9dNcNHGwIcdU20E
mlSJdVg0gT~jvxkHO6i-94i-PTk1M70MwZfhHK7T-
S1~jrFlG0ZbW2J8AjsHbOUWRW7NGr3eCawfplqJ6Ys44nZZeHWe
cd4sATBp7gMOSCEdU1H8btw-
9H1HdfTLUJ1hm2omMjOeXk9sVrMsIn3L0ZMgcppBmFnI52YgNJB
AnrmiZjVlxKl-V5CLAB1SNhso1ZxD3Pjrh~z4PxvW61qjOZAVHZj-
taWwxWs6iwkYOF0BFmbtOftBGCH-JtqUcYtgU-
~QqSkLTAK309QKwGYhNQ5USZvyX5~GJ0cGIiJ10jf0fI9rAoXAge
c1YtEDyHI3vDj~yVfFfHuCOyBwW4z5DGJ7hngh4z8KNn9qc0aDsC
h30Xt~fv6F-svrfOfVqPuz3EQ6BQAEAAcAAA==



  

Base32 address (legwork.i2p)

cuss2sgthm5wfipnnztrjdvtaczb22hnmr2ohnaqqqz
3jf6ubf3a.b32.i2p



  



  



  



  



  

I2P – Install

 https://geti2p.net - select the version for your 
operating system.  You need java as well.

 ./i2prouter – starts i2p and opens the browser 
console, if issues then try using “./sh 
runplain.sh” as normal user not as an admin.

 The i2p website has full documentation for most 
 install questions.



  

Browser Setup

 HTTP Proxy:127.0.0.1, Port:4444
 Add Local host of 127.0.0.1 to the ‘No Proxy for’ 

box
 Set to Socks v5



  

I2P – quick demo



  

links

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ny-
dXb8IZr0

 https://thetinhat.com/tutorials/darknets/
i2p.html

 https://medium.com/@mhatta/how-to-set-
up-untraceable-websites-eepsites-on-i2p-
1fe26069271d



  

links

 https://www3.cs.stonybrook.edu/~mikepo/
papers/i2p.imc18.pdf



  

Questions

You got questions?

(I may have answers)



  

Freenet



  

What is it?
History

Parts of the service
How it works

Install
General Demo

Freenet



  



  

 A peer-to-peer platform for censorship-resistant 
communication. It uses a decentralized 
distributed data store to keep and deliver 
information, and has a suite of free software for 
publishing and communicating on the Web 
without fear of censorship.

Freenet



  

 Peer to peer connections.

 Sites or parts of sites are stored encrypted, local 
to the users.

Freenet



  

 Email client
 Chat clients
 File exchange
 Web Sites, (jsite)
 Social Sites
 Search Engines 

Freenet Services



  

 No general connection to non freenet sites, all 
sites are dark web sites.

 All sites are in the freenet cloud

 Sites are stored local to the use or parts are 
stored on nodes and grabbed as needed

 Web based screens, java required

Freenet



  



  

History

 Created in 1999 by Ian Clarke at the University of Edinburgh as a 
student project to create a distributed decentralized information 
storage and retrieval system with strong anonymity protections.

 Ian Clarke's resulting unpublished report "A distributed 
decentralized information storage and retrieval system" (1999) 
provided foundation for the seminal paper written in collaboration 
with other researchers, "Freenet: A Distributed Anonymous 
Information Storage and Retrieval System" (2001)

 



  

History

 Wikipedia says he received a “B” grade on the 
project, so decided to release to Internet for 
further expansion, turned into “freenet”. 



  

Function

 Small World network principle, connections of 
connections.  You are connected to small 
groups of people that are connected to other 
groups of people, circle of trust.

 Think of “Six Degrees of Separation” or the 
“Keven Bacon” connection for site searching.



  

Small-world network (wikipedia)

A small-world network is a type of mathematical graph in which most nodes are not 
neighbors of one another, but the neighbors of any given node are likely to be neighbors of 
each other and most nodes can be reached from every other node by a small number of 
hops or steps. Specifically, a small-world network is defined to be a network where the 
typical distance L between two randomly chosen nodes (the number of steps required) 
grows proportionally to the logarithm of the number of nodes N in the network, that is:

    L  log   N ∝

while the clustering coefficient is not small. In the context of a social network, this results in 
the small world phenomenon of strangers being linked by a short chain of acquaintances. 
Many empirical graphs show the small-world effect, e.g., social networks, forms the 
underlying architecture of the Internet, wikis such as Wikipedia, and gene networks. It is 
the inspiration for many network-on-chip architectures in contemporary computer hardware



  



  



  

Parts

 Nodes/Super Nodes – you and other users of 
Freenet.

 Local cache – kept in memory until restart, 
increases access to returning locations.

 Packet based connections to exchange data.  



  

Parts

 Datastore – located on your machine and holds 
encrypted pieces of data for you and others.

 Containers – 2meg zipped file collections. 
Contains most or all of the files required to load 
for the freesite to display.

 Keys – site access associations, think if them 
as the URL of Freenet. 
CHK@SVbD9~HM5nzf3AX4yFysior=3xd..



  

Link references

lastGoodVersion=Fred,0.7,1.0,1010
sig=7c7edc8c5250e42ac4cb161b216b70de7019221f1b331f0f92bd67439[...]609660f0d4
identity=5tBtS3R59nfOTvc1be~V0sSfkWir8EW38YeocP0gsYM
myName=FreenetTestInstall
location=0.02970997399122577
testnet=false
version=Fred,0.7,1.0,1016
physical.udp=83.255.75.223:13762
ark.pubURI=SSK@M1wjFha2tujYo50QQF~5Fqz5anVEiIzI9VrA8IrhAsQ,5M[...],AQACAAE/ark
ark.number=0
dsaPubKey.y=JhlWYVx8rA0y0x1Fb3y9TfqXDYiIsnkEka8PLsePerpCELTIn[...]laHe2bkl0O7Dg
dsaGroup.p=AIYIrE9VNhM38qPjirGGT-PJjWZBHY0q-JxSYyDFQfZQeOhrx4[...]ofeLdX7xhehuk
dsaGroup.g=UaRatnDByf0QvTlaaAXTMzn1Z15LDTXe-J~gOqXCv0zpz83CVn[...]Fuqt8yZe1PDVg
dsaGroup.q=ALFDNoq81R9Y1kQNVBc5kzmk0VvvCWosXY5t9E9S1tN5
End



  

Example web site link

http://localhost:8888/
freenet:USK@cJNO6G0[..]joM,AQACAAE/
watergate2/1/



  

Parts

 Key types
 CHK – Content Hash Keys – static content.

 SSK – Signed Subspace Keys -changes over time.

 USK – Updateable Subspace Keys – links to SSK.

 KSK – Keyword Signed Keys – the Freenet sites.



  

How it works



  

Websites - jsite

 JSITE – a graphical application that you can 
use to create, insert and manage your own 
Freenet sites.

 Websites – HTML coding static to the location 
stored, stored on node then copied over to 
you, no web site server used.    



  



  

Install

 https://freenetproject.org - location of 
application and excellent documentation.

 Is a java based install and used java for its 
operation.

 The defaults will work but as you get more used 
to the system it is recommended to increase the 
security.



  

Demo



  



  

Interesting sites

 https://null-byte.wonderhowto.com/news/
anonymity-networks-dont-use-one-use-all-
them-0133881/



  

Final Questions?
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Philosophy, Psychology, Information Assurance 
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- Seeker of wisdom and knowledge - 
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